Abstract. In this article, the concept of Gamification is identified, actual application cases of Gamification are reviewed, and design factors of gamimication models are prospoed based on the analyzed results. Gamification is recognized as a new technique in marketing field and it mainly focuses on the compensation stimulating external motives rather than internal motives. In the future, it can be expanded to various fields from finance, entertainment, shopping, productivity and services to mega size cooperation, collective intelligence and education.
Introduction
Gamification is a new movement to make effects by applying design mechanics and game thinking to the fields other than game, which makes joy of game such as points, level-up, ranking, challenge tasks, and compensation. It was born in the New Games Movement in USA and has been developed as Gamification. It has been being rapidly expanded since Gamification Summit & Conference in San Francisco in January in 2011. Table 2 . Gamification development case study Service Name Explanation "Samsung Nation" and "Gold Rush"
Promotion of Samsung Electronics
Samsung Electronics activated participation of consumers through promotion applying gamificaiton elements such as points, score, badge, level and compensation in the right place. If you join 'Samsung Nation' on the Home Page of Samsung Electronics USA and perform some tasks such as watching PR video, leaving comments, participating in Q&A, sharing product information through SNS, and registering products, you will earn points and may receive various badges. Those who participate actively are listed in leader board and are awarded with Galaxy Tab and Digital Cameras. It is a successful gamificaiton practice that eradicates resistance against advertisement and makes members contact commercials voluntarily and actively.
Smart Phone App of Foursquare /Compensation system through Foursquare Badge
The most representative case among Smart Phone Apps is Foursquare. This service by university venture enterprise in 2009 is very simple but it is well-matched and effective service for smart phones. It becomes a representative business model. Users get points when they check-in actual places (such as gourmet restaurants). They receive badges (compensation) according to their activities. You may be a mayor of a place if you visit there more frequently than any other member. Although Foursqure is not a game, it is a new service based on smart phone which well integrates gaming techniques and location based service.
Protein Structure solved by Game FoldI
It is a three-dimensional puzzle game showing protein folding process. "Gamers identified structure of protease engaging in the generation of AIDS and cancer in three weeks. Gamers have solved the problem which has not been solved in academic fields for more than 10 years in a short time with their space reasoning capability and imagination. It is a successful case in scientific research game inducing "Collective Intelligence" using "Competition" and "Interest" of a gamet
Integration of sports and App
The representative app that integrates sports and app is Nike Plus App. If you port special sensor on your shoes and run, distance you have run and calorie consumed will be calculated and transmitted to iPod. You may be able to establish exercise plan, share the information and fee the joy of competition. If you share this app with your friends, you may have another joy from the social life.
Fun Theory
Volkswagen changed stairs as keyboards of electronic piano to 
Campaign of Volkswagen
encourage people to use stairs instead of escalator. The stairs become keyboards of a piano and people can play by pressing the stairs. It is reported that 66% more people used stairs than usual. This project changed stairs to keyboards of a piano under the motto of "Fun will bring change behaviors to better direction." Through this project, people can have joy as well as improve their health by using stairs.
Use of Gamification for social survey
Researchers in KAIST and Seoul National University utilized gamification to investigate political consciousness of people. To promote the participation of visitors, it used the actual law that law makers have participated. Visitors enter their opinion as For or Against for each item and at the end of the process it shows the congressman who have made the most similar choice to the visitor. In the survey taking the form of a game, the result of the selection is shown on the screen but the real name of the congressman is concealed by showing the party to which he or she belongs to, in order to stimulate the curiosity of visitors. Ha Jong-uk and et al (2013) address that gamification is an efficient tool to attract the attention of users, and a straw vote can be used as a tool to read opinions of the visitors who do not show their opinion easily. They suggest that gaminifcation can be a very useful tool for social survey by opening the mind of the subjects of the survey who are reluctant to show their opinions. 
Gamification Model Design Elements

Conclusion
In this article, we identified the concept of Gaminifcaiton and analyzed actual cases through review. Based on the analyzed contents, design factors of the Gaminifcaiton model were proposed. Gamification is being recognized as a new technique in marketing field and it focuses on the compensation stimulating external motives rather than internal motives. The application can be expanded to mega size cooperation, collective intelligence and educational field as well as finance, entertainment, shopping, productivity and service. In the future, we will develop actual contents by applying gaminifcation.
